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ABSTRACT 

 Ranking fraud in the mobile App market refers to 

fraudulent or deceptive activities which have a purpose of 

bumping up the Apps in the popularity list. Indeed, it 

becomes more and more frequent for App developers to use 

shady means, such as inflating their Apps’ sales or posting 

phony App ratings, to commit ranking fraud. While the 

importance of preventing ranking fraud has been widely 

recognized, there is limited understanding and research in 

this area. To this end, in this paper, we provide a holistic 

view of ranking fraud and propose a ranking fraud 

detection system for mobile Apps. Specifically, we first 

propose to accurately locate the ranking fraud by mining 

the active periods, namely leading sessions, of mobile 

Apps. Such leading sessions can be leveraged for detecting 

the local anomaly instead of global anomaly of App 

rankings. Furthermore, we investigate three types of 

evidences, i.e., ranking based evidences, rating based 

evidences and review based evidences, by modeling Apps’ 

ranking, rating and review behaviors through statistical 

hypotheses tests. In addition, we propose an optimization 

based aggregation method to integrate all the evidences for 

fraud detection. Finally, we evaluate the proposed system 

with real-world App data collected from the iOS App Store 

for a long time period. In the experiments, we validate the 

effectiveness of the proposed system, and show the 

scalability of the detection algorithm as well as some 

regularity of ranking fraud activities 

INTRODUCTION                                                           

What is Data Mining? 

 

Structure of Data Mining 

Generally, data mining (sometimes called data or 

knowledge discovery) is the process of analyzing 

data from different perspectives and summarizing it 

into useful information - information that can be used 

to increase revenue, cuts costs, or both. Data mining 

software is one of a number of analytical tools for 

analyzing data. It allows users to analyze data from 

many different dimensions or angles, categorize it, 

and summarize the relationships identified. 

Technically, data mining is the process of finding 

correlations or patterns among dozens of fields in 

large relational databases. 

Advantages of Data Mining: 

1. Marketing / Retail: 

Data mining helps marketing companies build 

models based on historical data to predict who will 

respond to the new marketing campaigns such as 

direct mail, online marketing campaign…etc. 

Through the results, marketers will have appropriate 
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approach to sell profitable products to targeted 

customers. 

Data mining brings a lot of benefits to retail 

companies in the same way as marketing. Through 

market basket analysis, a store can have an 

appropriate production arrangement in a way that 

customers can buy frequent buying products together 

with pleasant. In addition, it also helps the retail 

companies offer certain discounts for particular 

products that will attract more customers. 

2. Finance / Banking 

Data mining gives financial institutions 

information about loan information and credit 

reporting. By building a model from historical 

customer’s data, the bank and financial institution 

can determine good and bad loans. In addition, data 

mining helps banks detect fraudulent credit card 

transactions to protect credit card’s owner. 

3. Manufacturing 

By applying data mining in operational 

engineering data, manufacturers can detect faulty 

equipments and determine optimal control 

parameters. For example semi-conductor 

manufacturers has a challenge that even the 

conditions of manufacturing environments at 

different wafer production plants are similar, the 

quality of wafer are lot the same and some for 

unknown reasons even has defects. Data mining has 

been applying to determine the ranges of control 

parameters that lead to the production of golden 

wafer. Then those optimal control parameters are 

used to manufacture wafers with desired quality. 

4. Governments 

Data mining helps government agency by 

digging and analyzing records of financial transaction 

to build patterns that can detect money laundering or 

criminal activities. 

5. Law enforcement: 

Data mining can aid law enforcers in identifying 

criminal suspects as well as apprehending these 

criminals by examining trends in location, crime 

type, habit, and other patterns of behaviors. 

 

6. Researchers: 

Data mining can assist researchers by speeding 

up their data analyzing process; thus, allowing those 

more time to work on other projects.   

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1)  A flexible generative model for preference 

aggregation 

AUTHORS:  M. N. Volkovs and R. S. Zemel  

Many areas of study, such as information 

retrieval, collaborative filtering, and social choice 

face the preference aggregation problem, in which 

multiple preferences over objects must be combined 

into a consensus ranking 

2) Getjar mobile application recommendations 

with very sparse datasets 

AUTHORS: K. Shi and K. Ali 

The Netflix competition of 2006 [2] has spurred 

significant activity in the  commendations field, 

particularly in approaches using latent factor models 

[3,5,8,12] However, the near ubiquity of the Netflix 

and the similar MovieLens datasets1 may be 
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narrowing the generality of lessons learned in this 

field. At GetJar, our goal is to make appealing 

recommendations of mobile applications (apps). For 

app usage, we observe a distribution that has higher 

kurtosis (heavier head and longer tail) than that for 

the aforementioned movie datasets. This happens 

primarily because of the large disparity in resources 

available to app developers and the low cost of app 

publication relative to movies. 

3)  Detecting spam web pages through content 

analysis 

AUTHORS:  A. Ntoulas, M. Najork, M. Manasse, 

and D. Fetterly 

 

In this paper, we continue our investigations of "web 

spam": the injection of artificially-created pages into 

the web in order to influence the results from search 

engines, to drive traffic to certain pages for fun or 

profit. This paper considers some previously-

undescribed techniques for automatically detecting 

spam pages, examines the effectiveness of these 

techniques in isolation and when aggregated using 

classification algorithms. When combined, our 

heuristics correctly identify 2,037 (86.2%) of the 

2,364 spam pages (13.8%) in our judged collection of 

17,168 pages, while misidentifying 526 spam and 

non-spam pages (3.1%). 

IMPLEMENTATION 

MODULES DESCRIPTION 

 

Mining Leading Sessions 

In the first module, we develop our system 

environment with the details of App like an app store. 

Intuitively, the leading sessions of a mobile App 

represent its periods of popularity, so the ranking 

manipulation will only take place in these leading 

sessions. Therefore, the problem of detecting ranking 

fraud is to detect fraudulent leading sessions. Along 

this line, the first task is how to mine the leading 

sessions of a mobile App from its historical ranking 

records. There are two main steps for mining leading 

sessions. First, we need to discover leading events 

from the App’s historical ranking records. Second, 

we need to merge adjacent leading events for 

constructing leading sessions. 

SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT 

The Java Programming Language 

 The Java programming language is a high-

level language that can be characterized by all of the 

following buzzwords:  

 Simple 

 Architecture neutral 

 Object oriented 

 Portable 

 Distributed  

 High performance 

 Interpreted  

 Multithreaded 

 Robust 

 Dynamic 

 Secure  

 

With most programming languages, you 

either compile or interpret a program so that you can 

run it on your computer. The Java programming 

language is unusual in that a program is both 

compiled and interpreted. With the compiler, first 

you translate a program into an intermediate language 

called Java byte codes —the platform-independent 

codes interpreted by the interpreter on the Java 

platform. The interpreter parses and runs each Java 

byte code instruction on the computer. Compilation 

happens just once; interpretation occurs each time the 

program is executed. The following figure illustrates 
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how this works. 

 

 

You can think of Java byte codes as the machine 

code instructions for the Java Virtual Machine (Java 

VM). Every Java interpreter, whether it’s a 

development tool or a Web browser that can run 

applets, is an implementation of the Java VM. Java 

byte codes help make ―write once, run anywhere‖ 

possible. You can compile your program into byte 

codes on any platform that has a Java compiler. The 

byte codes can then be run on any implementation of 

the Java VM. That means that as long as a computer 

has a Java VM, the same program written in the Java 

programming language can run on Windows 2000, a 

Solaris workstation, or on an iMac.  

SYSTEM DESIGN 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 

 

 

 

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM: 

 

1. The DFD is also called as bubble chart. It is a 

simple graphical formalism that can be used to 

represent a system in terms of input data to the 

system, various processing carried out on this 

data, and the output data is generated by this 

system. 

2. The data flow diagram (DFD) is one of the most 

important modeling tools. It is used to model the 

system components. These components are the 

system process, the data used by the process, an 

external entity that interacts with the system and 

the information flows in the system. 

3. DFD shows how the information moves through 

the system and how it is modified by a series of 

transformations. It is a graphical technique that 

depicts information flow and the transformations 

that are applied as data moves from input to 

output. 

4. DFD is also known as bubble chart. A DFD may 

be used to represent a system at any level of 

abstraction. DFD may be partitioned into levels 

that represent increasing information flow and 

functional detail. 

 

SYSTEM TESTING 

TYPES OF TESTS 

Integration testing 

Functional test 

White Box Testing 

Black Box Testing 

 

Unit Testing: 

 Unit testing is usually conducted as part of a 

combined code and unit test phase of the software 

lifecycle, although it is not uncommon for coding and 

unit testing to be conducted as two distinct phases. 
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Test strategy and approach 

 Field testing will be performed manually 

and functional tests will be written in detail. 

 

Test objectives 

 All field entries must work properly. 

 Pages must be activated from the identified 

link. 

 The entry screen, messages and responses 

must not be delayed. 

 

Features to be tested 

 Verify that the entries are of the correct 

format 

 No duplicate entries should be allowed 

 All links should take the user to the correct 

page. 

Integration Testing 

 Software integration testing is the 

incremental integration testing of two or more 

integrated software components on a single platform 

to produce failures caused by interface defects. 

 The task of the integration test is to check 

that components or software applications, e.g. 

components in a software system or – one step up – 

software applications at the company level – interact 

without error. 

INPUT DESIGN 

The input design is the link between the information 

system and the user. It comprises the developing 

specification and procedures for data preparation and 

those steps are necessary to put transaction data in to 

a usable form for processing can be achieved by 

inspecting the computer to read data from a written or 

printed document or it can occur by having people 

keying the data directly into the system. The design 

of input focuses on controlling the amount of input 

required, controlling the errors, avoiding delay, 

avoiding extra steps and keeping the process simple. 

OUTPUT DESIGN 

A quality output is one, which meets the 

requirements of the end user and presents the 

information clearly. In any system results of 

processing are communicated to the users and to 

other system through outputs. In output design it is 

determined how the information is to be displaced for 

immediate need and also the hard copy output. It is 

the most important and direct source information to 

the user. Efficient and intelligent output design 

improves the system’s relationship to help user 

decision-making 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we developed a ranking fraud detection 

system for mobile Apps. Specifically, we first 

showed that ranking fraud happened in leading 

sessions and provided a method for mining leading 

sessions for each App from its historical ranking 

records. Then, we identified ranking based evidences, 

rating based evidences and review based evidences 

for detecting ranking fraud. Moreover, we proposed 

an optimization based aggregation method to 

integrate all the evidences for evaluating the 

credibility of leading sessions from mobile Apps. An 

unique perspective of this approach is that all the 

evidences can be modeled by statistical hypothesis 

tests, thus it is easy to be extended with other 

evidences from domain knowledge to detect ranking 

fraud. Finally, we validate the proposed system with 

extensive experiments on real-world App data 

collected from the Apple’s App store. Experimental 

results showed the effectiveness of the proposed 

approach. In the future, we plan to study more 
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effective fraud evidences and analyze the latent 

relationship among rating, review and rankings. 

Moreover, we will extend our ranking fraud detection 

approach with other mobile App related services, 

such as mobile Apps recommendation, for enhancing 

user experience. 
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